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Abstract: In the current context of carbon neutrality, afforestation is an effective means of absorbing
carbon dioxide. Stock can be used not only as an economic value index of forest wood resources but
also as an important index of biomass and carbon storage estimation in forest emission reduction
project evaluation. In this paper, we propose a data-driven machine learning framework and method
for predicting plantation stock based on airborne LiDAR + satellite remote sensing, and carried out ex-
perimental verification at the site of the National Forest emission reduction project in Southern China.
We used step-up regression and random forest (RF) to screen LiDAR and Landsat 8 OLI multispectral
indicators suitable for the prediction of plantation stock, and constructed a plantation stock model
based on machine learning (support vector machine regression, RF regression). Our method is com-
pared with traditional statistical methods (stepwise regression and partial least squares regression).
Through the verification of 57 plantation field survey data, the accuracy of the stand estimation model
constructed using the RF method is generally better (∆R2 = 0.01~0.27, ∆RMSE = 1.88~13.77 m3·hm−2,
∆MAE = 1.17~13.57 m3·hm−2). The model evaluation accuracy based on machine learning is higher
than that of the traditional statistical method, and the fitting R2 is greater than 0.91, while the fit-
ting R2 of the traditional statistical method is 0.85. The best fitting models were all support vector
regression models. The combination of UAV point clouds and satellite multi-spectral images has
the best modeling effect, followed by LiDAR point clouds and Landsat 8. At present, this method is
only applicable to artificial forests; further verification is needed for natural forests. In the future, the
density and quality of higher clouds could be increased. The validity and accuracy of the method
were further verified. This paper provides a method for predicting the accumulation of typical
Chinese plantations at the forest farm scale based on the “airborne LiDAR + satellite remote sensing”
data-driven machine learning modeling, which has potential application value for the current carbon
neutrality goal of the southern plantation forest emission reduction project.

Keywords: plantation forest; wood value; storage resources; carbon sequestration value; artificial
intelligence; remote sensing

1. Introduction

Forests have received a lot of attention from researchers and policymakers as a nature-
based solution to climate change mitigation. Plantations account for approximately 7% of
the world’s forest area (about 294 million hectares) and play a key role in supplying wood
products and absorbing carbon dioxide. Many countries and regions around the world have
made major declarations to achieve carbon peak and carbon neutrality, and forest carbon
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sequestration has become a hotspot of CCER with huge market potential [1,2]. Forest
abatement schemes typically convert stock into biomass and, combined with expansion
factors, into carbon stocks again [3]. Plantation forests provide a growing forest stock
that is directly linked to existing renewable wood resources and biomass energy under
intensive management practices [4]. Forest stock is the total volume of a stand or growing
population per unit area, which is an important index to calculate the economic value of
forests, and can directly reflect the quantity and quality of forest resources [5]. Therefore,
the establishment of effective methods and technical means to accurately estimate the stock
of plantation is crucial for forest managers to find a balance between plantation timber
production and carbon sink trading [6,7].

Existing forest stock estimation methods usually rely on labor-intensive field measure-
ments to obtain the necessary parameters, such as DBH and tree height obtained through
field surveys after sampling the target forest, which can incur expensive human resources
and economic costs [8,9]. The sites selected may not accurately represent the entire project
area [10,11]. Low-frequency estimation may lead to delays in detecting changes in forest
growth conditions [12]. Therefore, the previous estimation methods have some limitations,
such as time and effort, limited investigation area, etc. [13,14]. In the context of carbon
neutrality, people urgently need a more efficient and intelligent method to timely and
accurately quantify forest stock and better balance the relationship between the economic
value of renewable plantation and the value of carbon sink [15,16].

With the increasing maturity of ML, unmanned aerial vehicle and satellite remote
sensing technology, its intelligent and high spatiotemporal resolution characteristics pro-
vide a new technology for forest stock estimation. At present, Light Detection and Ranging
(LiDAR) is considered as an effective means to acquire forest 3D structure information at a
regional or landscape scale [17,18]. Zeng Weisheng built a stock estimation model based
on airborne LiDAR point clouds with a multiple regression method, which demonstrated
the effectiveness of the forest stock multiple regression model based on point clouds [19].
Dalla established four machine learning methods based on LiDAR to estimate forest pa-
rameters, among which the support vector regression algorithm performed best [20]. Jiang
Diexuan built a machine learning model based on the height and density of airborne point
clouds in two periods to achieve dynamic storage estimation. Airborne LiDAR, unmanned
aerial vehicles and satellite remote sensing technologies can provide high spatio-temporal
resolution data, but obtaining these data is often costly and limited by weather conditions
and geographical location. This can result in limited time and space coverage for data
acquisition [21]. Remote sensing technology solves the problem of stock estimation at
the stand or regional scale, and stock estimation at the forest farm, provincial or national
scale requires satellite remote sensing [22,23]. Remarkable progress has been made in
forest stock estimation based on satellite remote sensing, and forest parameters are con-
structed to estimate stock by extracting spectral and texture features [24]. By developing
or improving data preprocessing methods and machine learning methods, people try to
integrate multiple data sources to improve the estimation accuracy [25,26]. While machine
learning models perform well on specific data sets, their ability to generalize remains a
challenge. The data sets on which the model is trained are often geographically limited,
and the prediction accuracy of the model may decline when applied to different regions or
different forest types. Naik conducted generalized linear modeling based on Sentinel-2,
Rapid Eye and other multi-spectral data to evaluate the impact of time, spectrum and
spatial capabilities of multi-spectral satellites on forest stock prediction, and the results
showed that the model built based on multi-temporal data was more effective than the
single temporal model [27].

To improve the precision and spatial scale of forest resource estimation, more and
more attention has been paid to research methods such as the combination of unmanned
aerial vehicle and satellite remote sensing, LiDAR feature fusion and spectral feature
fusion [28,29]. Using Sentinel-2 multispectral, Resource-3 stereo imaging and airborne
LiDAR data, Wenke Lin studied the ability of multi-source remote sensing to estimate
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forest stock in the north subtropical region, and pointed out the advantages of the Bayesian
model in forest stock estimation in the case of small samples [30]. Campbell combined
airborne point clouds and multi-spectral images to jointly retrieve forest biomass, and
pointed out that combined multi-data sources are conducive to large-scale forest parameter
estimation [31]. Yu proposed a method that combined multi-spectral satellite images and
airborne laser scanning data to estimate the forest stock of larch in China, and used the
random forest model for estimation, which proved that the method had certain applicability
and high accuracy. In addition, the fusion of hyperspectral remote sensing and other data
sources has also achieved some results in forest stock estimation [32]. Gao combined
airborne point clouds and hyperspectral data, adopted a random forest screening method
and constructed multiple stepwise regression to estimate forest above-ground biomass,
and the results showed that the fusion of multi-source data could significantly improve
the estimation accuracy of the model [33]. The RF model was used to estimate the forest
stock, and the verification showed that the method had certain applicability and high
accuracy [34,35]. Although multi-source data fusion has been proved to improve the
estimation accuracy of the model, the fusion processing between different data sources is
a complex process, which needs to solve the problems of spatial, temporal and spectral
resolution mismatch. In future studies, addressing these limitations will be the key to
improving the accuracy and reliability of forest stock estimation [36]. There is a need to
further explore more cost-effective data acquisition methods, improve model generalization,
simplify and optimize multi-source data fusion processes, enhance model transparency
and interpretability, and develop model training strategies for limited sample sizes.

Data sources and types, modeling methods and forest types affect the accuracy and
stability of stock estimation [37,38]. This paper proposes an accurate forest stock estimation
method based on “ML + LiDAR + satellite”, and a research experiment of “sky and
ground integration” was carried out at the site of a national plantation emission reduction
project in southern China [39]. The results show that the ML method combined with
multi-source remote sensing can enhance the modeling of forest stock resources [40]. The
research objectives of this paper are as follows: (1) a high-precision estimation method
of eucalyptus plantation stock based on airborne point clouds combined with Landsat
8 images was proposed. This method aims to enhance the accuracy of eucalyptus stock
estimation beyond the capabilities of existing techniques. (2) The estimation parameters
and non-parametric models of eucalyptus plantation stock at the forest farm scale were
established. These models are expected to provide a robust framework for accurate stock
estimation, facilitating better forest management and resource allocation. (3) A scheme
for estimating the stock of eucalyptus plantation with multi-source data is provided. This
scheme is intended to leverage the complementary strengths of various data sources,
thereby improving the reliability and precision of the stock estimation process.

2. Materials and Methods

Our workflow mainly includes data acquisition and processing, remote sensing feature
variable screening, accumulation model construction and evaluation analysis (Figure 1).
The first step is data collection and processing, which involved performing a plantation plot
survey. The average height, average DBH, etc., of the sample were counted and converted
to obtain the stock volume of the sample. Airborne LiDAR scanning and processing.
The characteristic variables of point clouds are extracted through preprocessing such
as original point clouds splicing and de-noising. In Landsat 8 OLI multispectral image
processing, multi-spectral characteristic variables are extracted via radiometric calibration
and atmospheric correction. The second step is feature variable screening. The variable
characteristics after pretreatment were screened using the stepwise method and RF method,
respectively, and the combination of selected variables was used as the accumulation
modeling parameter. The third step is the accumulation model construction and evaluation.
Four methods including stepwise regression, partial least squares regression, RF regression
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and support vector regression were used to construct the model, and the accuracy of the
model was analyzed and evaluated by combining the field investigation data.
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Figure 1. Technology roadmap. COLL1–6 represent variable combinations 1 to 6.

2.1. Study Area

The study area is located in a state-owned high-peak forest farm (108◦06′–108◦31′ E,
22◦51′–23◦02′ N) in Xingning District, Nanning City, Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region,
a typical subtropical plantation (Figure 2). The average annual temperature is about 21 ◦C,
the average annual precipitation is 1200–1500 mm, and the relative humidity is 79%. It is a
hilly landform with an elevation of 100–460 m and a slope of 6–35◦. It has thick red soil,
suitable for the growth of subtropical and tropical tree species, with a forest coverage rate
of 87%. The main tree species are Cunninghamia lanceolata, Eucalyptus grandis × urophylla,
Pinus massoniana, and so on. Among them, Cunninghamia lanceolata is a tall tree belonging
to the Cupressaceae family. Eucalyptus grandis × urophylla is an evergreen tree of the
genus Myrtaceae. It is a hybrid of Eucalyptus grandis and urophylla developed in Brazil.
Pinus massoniana is an arboreal plant of the genus Pinaceae with reddish-brown bark and
grayish-brown underparts.
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2.2. Data Collection
2.2.1. Plot Data

In January–February 2018, we set up 71 eucalyptus plots in the study area, of which
57 plots were within the airborne LiDAR coverage range, including 20 m × 20 m, 25 m × 25 m,
and 25 m × 50 m. By calculating the storage quantity of different scale plots, we can obtain
the storage quantity of each plot. It is measured in m3/hm2, a value that represents the
amount of stock grown per square hectare of land. Real-time Kinematic (RTK) technology
was used to accurately locate the specimen and record the central and corner coordinates of
the specimen. We measured the DBH and height of eucalyptus trees in the plot by means of
DBH, laser height measuring instrument and tape, and calculated the average height, DBH,
number of trees and total area of the plot. According to the allometric growth equation
of eucalyptus in Guangxi, the volume of single timber was calculated, and the value of
hectare stock at the sample plot scale was obtained [41]. The formula is as follows:

VPlot =
VHectare·SPlot

10, 000
.

In the formula, VPlot is the hectare reserve of the sample land, VHectare is the hectare
reserve calculated by the binary volume formula, and SPlot is the plot area.

2.2.2. LiDAR Data

In this paper, LiDAR data acquisition was carried out in January 2018 using an airborne
LiDAR scanner.

We used LiDAR360 software (https://www.lidar360.com/ (accessed on 18 March
2024), Beijing GreenValley Technology Co., Ltd., Beijing, China) to splice, de-noise, classify
ground points and normalize the collected point clouds (Figure A1). According to the
longitude and latitude of the measured sample, the whole point clouds are cut into the
sample site cloud. A total of 48 plot height and density variables were extracted based on
point clouds (Table A1).

2.2.3. Landsat 8 Data

In this paper, multispectral images of Landsat 8 OLI, with track number P125/44
and a resolution of 30 m, were selected from the Gaofeng Forest farm area of Guangxi
Province in February 2018. The image consists of 11 bands, bands 1 to 9 in the OLI Land
Imager and bands 10 and 11 in the TIRS thermal infrared sensor. ENVI 5.31 software was
used for radiometric calibration, atmospheric correction, image cropping, and so on. The
FLASH atmospheric correction module was used for atmospheric correction of images after

https://www.lidar360.com/
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radiation calibration to eliminate the influence of atmospheric scattering and absorption.
The image after radiometric calibration and atmospheric correction was cropped to obtain
the image of the study area. Twenty-two band variables were extracted from the images in
the study area, including 11 original band variables and 11 combined band variables. The
original band feature variable factor was selected from band 1 to band 11 to highlight the
rich image information and spectral characteristics. Based on the original band variable, 11
band combination variables were extracted (Table A2). Information of 13 remote sensing
vegetation index variables in the study area was extracted.

2.3. Feature Variable Screening
2.3.1. Stepwise Screening

(1) Point clouds characteristic variables

The partial F-test was set for the point clouds features, and the threshold F-value
(Fin) of the rejection domain was set to be greater than the rejection F-value (Fout). We
set the critical value of Fin as 0.10 and its significance level as 90%, corresponding to the
quantile of F distribution as F (1, n−2, 0.90), and n was the sample size, indicating that
in the current variable set, the newly added variable is added to the feature set when the
significance level of the linear relationship between the newly added variable and the
dependent variable is less than 0.1. The critical value of Fout was 0.11, the significance level
was 89%, and the quantile of its F distribution was (1, n−2, 0.89), which represents the
quantile of the corresponding F distribution under 1 and N-2 degrees of freedom and the
significance level of 0.89. When a variable is deleted from the feature set, the significance
level of the linear relationship between the residual variable and the dependent variable
is greater than the significance level corresponding to 0.11, and the variable is deleted.
The set of retained characteristic variables was D9, HP95, Hmax and Hkurtosis, including 1
density variable and 3 height variables. Multicollinearity testing was carried out on the
combination of the aforementioned variables, and the Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) value
between the two variables was calculated, respectively. The combination of variables with
a VIF value greater than 10 was selected and the combination of variables was preferred.
The VIF value between Hmax and HP95 was 250.25, much higher than the set threshold of
10, indicating a high degree of collinearity between the two variables (Table A3).

Two multivariate linear models, Y1 and Y2, were constructed with D9, Hmax, and
Hkurtosis and D9, HP95, and Hkurtosis as modeling factors, respectively. The evaluation
results are shown in Table A4; SE represents the standard estimation error. A better
combination of variables was selected, and D9, Hmax, and Hkurtosis were finally selected as
the screening results of the point clouds stepwise screening method. The coefficients of the
parameters in the following equation are the fitting coefficients of the regression model in
MATLAB 2023.

Y1 = 470.232D9 + 4.897Hp95 + 1.453Hkurtosis − 56.903 (1)

Y2 = 482.214D9 + 4.855Hmax + 1.461Hkurtosis − 65.01 (2)

(2) Multispectral image feature variables

If the image resolution is lower than that of the point clouds, the feature variables
cannot be screened if the Fin threshold is the same as that of the point clouds. To avoid the
exclusion of potentially useful feature variables due to screening conditions, the critical
value of Fin is set as 0.20, Fout as 0.21, and its significance level as 80%, corresponding to
the quantile of F distribution as F (1, n−2, 0.80), and n is the sample size. In the current
set of variables, only when the significance level of the linear relationship between the
newly added variable and the dependent variable is less than 0.2 will it be added to the
feature set. The critical value of Fout is 0.21, its significance level is 79%, and the quantile of
its F distribution is (1, n−2, 0.79), that is, the quantile corresponding to the F distribution
under 1 and N-2 degrees of freedom and the significance level of 0.79; in other words, when
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a variable is deleted from the feature set, the significance level of the linear relationship
between the residual variable and the dependent variable is greater than that corresponding
to 0.21. The feature variable set contains 7 band variables, namely B2, B6, B10, B11, B47, B452,
and B457. Bivariate correlation analysis was performed on the selected set of characteristic
variables, and correlation coefficient R and VIF were calculated (Table A5). The VIF of
variables B10 and B11 was 12.16, greater than the set threshold of 10, indicating a high
degree of collinearity between the two.

To avoid the negative effect of multicollinearity on modeling, the screening set was
divided into two groups, using B2, B6, B10, B47, B452, and B457 and B2, B6, B11, B47, B452, and
B457 as modeling factors to construct two multivariate linear models, Y3 and Y4. The better
combination of the two variables was selected to compare the performance of the model
constructed using the two component module factors (Table A6). Finally, B2, B6, B11, B47,
B452, and B457 were selected as the screening results of multispectral images based on the
stepwise screening method.

Y3 = 674.932B47 − 0.051B6 + 0.870B2 + 4193.472B452 − 2425.697B457 + 0.018B10 − 10517.673 (3)

Y4 = −2349.941B47 − 0.054B6 + 0.831B2 − 4142.719B452 − 2349.941B457 + 0.054B11 − 10834.272 (4)

2.3.2. Random Forest Screening

(1) Point clouds characteristic variables

When the cumulative variance contribution of variables screened using the random
screening method is greater than 90%, it is representative enough. We use MATLAB to
obtain the importance ranking of 48 feature variables of point clouds and the proportion of
cumulative feature contribution. When the cumulative feature contribution ratio is greater
than 90%, a total of 29 feature variables are selected, and a large number of variables are
retained as candidate factors. The threshold of feature variance contribution was set as 0.25,
which showed good performance in multiple tests. Features larger than this threshold was
selected as the screening results of the RF screening method (Figure A2), and Hcurt_m, D8,
Hp30, and HA50 were selected as modeling factors.

(2) Image feature variables

The importance of 35 feature variables of the image was sorted, the cumulative feature
contribution ratio of the feature variables was calculated according to the ranking, and the
threshold value of contribution ratio greater than 90% was set.

When the cumulative feature contribution ratio reached 90%, four image features
were selected, namely B6, B7, GNDVI, and B5 (Figure A3). In the random forest screening
method, these variables already contain 96% of the remote sensing information, so these
variables are used for stock modeling.

The feature variables of point clouds and image were screened using SS and RFFS.
The screening results of different methods are correlated to a certain extent. The screening
results of point clouds features all contain 1 density variable and 3 height variables, and
the top 2 variables are the canopy height variable and density variable. Both of the image
screening results contain B6. The two data sources underwent variable screening through
different screening methods, and the screening results were used as modeling factors
for the subsequent construction of the accumulation model. To distinguish filter results
for different data sources and different filtering methods, they have been renamed (see
Table A7).

2.4. Accumulation Modeling Based on Point Clouds and Multispectral Images

Based on point clouds and multi-spectral images, we used parametric methods (step-
wise regression, partial least squares regression) and non-parametric methods (support
vector regression, RF regression) to construct a prediction model of eucalyptus plantation
stock. The leave-one method cross-validation was used to assess and estimate the forest
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stock of the plot. Finally, the accuracy of the model was evaluated and analyzed with the
field survey data of 57 eucalyptus plantations.

2.4.1. Stepwise Regression Modeling

To construct a stepwise regression model, it is not necessary to screen the feature
variables repeatedly, and the selected variables are directly added to the stepwise regression
model for multiple linear fitting. The point clouds variable combinations COLL1 and
COLL2 were divided into training samples and verification samples according to the ratio
of 9:1 using the leave-one method, respectively.

For the Landsat 8 image variable combinations COLL3 and COLL4 that have been
screened out by us, a step-up regression model was constructed via cross-validation using
the one-leave method, respectively.

Point clouds variable combination COLL5 and remote sensing image variable combi-
nation COLL6 were used to construct stepwise regression models using leave-one cross-
validation, respectively.

2.4.2. Partial Least Squares Regression Modeling

The condition for extracting principal components was the measurement factor Q2h ≥ 0.975;
that is, the principal components whose cumulative contribution rate was greater than 97.5%
were retained until the extraction of principal components was stopped. After counting
the number of principal components, the linear expression of independent variables and
dependent variables is established, and the PLSR model is obtained using the established
principal components. The PLSR model was constructed using the idea of leave-one-
method cross-validation. The fitting parameter coefficients, constant terms and extracted
principal component numbers of point clouds variable combinations COLL1 and COLL2
and Landsat 8 remote sensing image variable combinations COLL3 and COLL4 were
calculated.

The fitting parameter coefficients and constant terms of Landsat 8 remote sensing
image variable combinations COLL3 and COLL4 and the extracted number of principal
components were calculated.

The results of fitting parameter coefficients and constant terms of COLL5 and COLL6
and the number of extracted principal components were obtained.

2.4.3. Random Forest Regression Modeling

In this paper, an RF regression model is constructed based on Baggerer (ensemble
learning method). To determine the optimal parameter combination of the model, the
grid search method was used to optimize the number of decision trees and the minimum
number of leaf points. The number of decision trees ranged from 50 to 500 and the step
size was 50. The minimum leaf count ranged from 2 to 10, with a step size of 1. By cross-
verifying and evaluating each parameter combination, the mean square error (MSE) of the
corresponding out-of-pocket error (OOB) for each parameter combination is calculated
as follows:

MSEOOB =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

(yi − ŷi)
2 (5)

where yi is the true response value of the i th sample, ŷi is the response value predicted on
the out-of-pocket dataset using the RF regression model, and n is the number of samples in
the out-of-pocket dataset.

2.4.4. Support Vector Regression Modeling

SVR includes linear, polynomial, RBF, sigmoid and other common kernel functions.
We use the RBF kernel function to deal with complex nonlinear fitting between characteristic
variable and accumulation. The grid search method is used to optimize the parameters
of penalty coefficients C and gamma in the model. The values of C and gamma are
2i, i ∈ [−4, 4], respectively. The parameter combination with the highest average accuracy
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of model fitting is selected, and the stability and generalization ability of the model are
further guaranteed using leave-one method cross-validation. According to the results of
parameter optimization, the optimal penalty coefficient and gamma value were selected to
construct the RBF-SVR model. The prediction results were compared with the measured
accumulation in the plot to compare the goodness of fit of the model (as shown in Table A8).

2.5. Evaluation Index

In this study, R2, RMSE and MAE were used to quantitatively verify and evaluate
the accuracy of the stand stock estimation model. R2 assesses the quality of the model’s
fitted data, with values ranging from 0 to 1, with a value closer to 1 indicating better
fitting of the model. RMSE can be used to measure the average difference between the
model predicted value and the true value, where the smaller the MSE value, the smaller
the dispersion degree between the true value and the model predicted value. MAE is a
measure of the average absolute difference between the predicted value and the true value,
where the smaller the MAE value, the smaller the error between the true value and the
model predicted value.

R2 = 1 − ∑n
i=1(yi − ŷi)

2

∑n
i=1(yi − yi)

2 (6)

RMSE =

√
∑n

i=1(yi − ŷi)
2

n
(7)

MAE =
1
n∑n

i=1|(yi − ŷi)| (8)

where yi, yi, and ŷi are the measured stock value, the average measured stock value, and
the model predicted stock value, respectively, and n is the number of verification samples.

3. Results

According to the results of the stepwise screening method (SS) and random forest
screening method (RFFS), the parameters of stepwise regression (SS), partial least squares
regression (PLSR), random forest regression (RFR) and support vector regression (SVR)
were optimized, and the leave-one method was used for cross-validation. The results of
accumulation modeling under multi-data sources and multi-modeling methods were eval-
uated comprehensively by comparing the sample survey data with the model prediction.

3.1. Point Clouds Model Evaluation and Analysis

The results are shown in Figures 3 and 4. The solid line is the fitting line between the
real value and the predicted value, and the dotted line is the 1:1 auxiliary judgment line.
The blue line is the fitting line.

To comprehensively evaluate the model, R2, RMSE and MAE were used to compre-
hensively evaluate the above eight models; the results are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Evaluation table of LiDAR point clouds data storage estimation model.

Screening Method Model Name R2 RMSE (m3·hm−2) MAE (m3·hm−2)

Stepwise screening

SR 0.83 25.79 19.31
PLSR 0.75 30.72 20.83
RFR 0.90 27.55 20.47
SVR 0.89 31.89 25.95

Random forest screening

SR 0.76 30.03 21.40
PLSR 0.82 26.39 18.79
RFR 0.91 25.67 17.69
SVR 0.93 25.78 18.70
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Based on the evaluation results of the above model, the following conclusions can
be drawn:

(1) The fitting accuracy of COLL2 optimized using random forest screening is generally
better than that of COLL1 with stepwise regression. In addition to the stepwise
regression method, other modeling methods can achieve better prediction results
when using the random forest screening method. Among them, partial least squares
regression, random forest regression and support vector regression can achieve bet-
ter prediction results when using the random forest screening method. Compared
with the stepwise screening method, R2 increased by 0.01~0.07, RMSE decreased
by 1.88~6.11 m3·hm−2, MAE decreased by 2.04~7.25 m3·hm−2, and the SVR model
had the most significant reduction in prediction error. R2 increased by 0.04, RMSE
decreased by 6.11 m3·hm−2, MAE decreased by 7.25 m3·hm−2, and the stepwise
regression method was more suitable for the COLL1 selected using the stepwise
screening method.

(2) The fitting effect of the non-parametric method is better than that of the parametric
method. In this chapter, two non-parametric methods, random forest regression
and support vector regression, constructed based on laser point clouds, have R2

values greater than or close to 0.9, and their RMSE and MAE evaluation indexes are
small. In contrast, both partial least squares regression and stepwise regression in
the parametric method have R2 values lower than 0.8, while the optimal parametric
method model has an R2 values of only 0.83, and the corresponding RMSE and MAE
indexes are relatively high.

It can be seen that when constructing a forest stock estimation model based on airborne
LiDAR point clouds, using a random forest screening method and a constructing non-
parametric method has the best model effect compared with other methods.

3.2. Evaluation and Analysis of Optical Remote Sensing Models

Figures 5 and 6 show image-based forest stock modeling; the solid line is the fitting
line between the true value and the predicted value, and the dashed line is the 1:1 auxiliary
judgment line.
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Table 2 shows the comprehensive evaluation of the eight models.

Table 2. Evaluation table of remote sensing data stock estimation model.

Screening Method Model Name R2 RMSE (m3·hm−2) MAE (m3·hm−2)

Stepwise screening

SR 0.39 49.53 34.95
PLSR 0.40 49.02 34.29
RFR 0.53 52.00 39.25
SVR 0.62 60.86 46.20

Random forest screening

SR 0.66 35.76 29.01
PLSR 0.53 42.50 33.12
RFR 0.56 43.24 34.34
SVR 0.67 54.64 32.63

The specific model construction is as follows: support vector regression algorithms
constructed based on different screening methods have high fitting accuracy, with the R2

reaching 0.62 and 0.67, respectively, but RMSE and MAE are also relatively high, with
values of 60.86 m3·hm−2 and 46.20 m3·hm−2 and 54.64 m3·hm−2 and 32.63 m3·hm−2,
respectively. Among the parametric methods, the model estimation error of the stepwise
regression algorithm based on the COLL3 variable combination is the smallest, with an R2

of 0.66, RMSE of 35.76 m3·hm−2 and MAE of 29.01 m3·hm−2.
From the perspective of screening methods, when the COLL4 variable combination

selected using the random forest screening method is used in the four modeling methods,
compared with the COLL3 variable combination selected by the stepwise screening method,
the model fitting accuracy is improved to a certain extent. The R2 increased by 0.03~0.27,
RMSE decreased by 6.22~13.77 m3·hm−2, and MAE decreased by 1.17~13.57 m3·hm−2,
among which the stepwise regression algorithm improved the best fit. It can be seen that
the selection of random forest as a remote sensing feature variable is more reliable.

From the perspective of modeling methods, when the COLL3 variable combination is
used as the model modeling factor, the fitting accuracy of parametric methods (stepwise
regression and partial least squares regression) is smaller than that of non-parametric
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methods (support vector regression and random forest regression), and the R2 of the
optimal performance model PLSR is only 0.4, while that of non-parametric methods reaches
at least 0.53. When the COLL4 variable combination is used as the model modeling factor,
the fitting accuracies of the parametric method and non-parametric method only slightly
differ, but SVR is still the model with the highest fitting accuracy. It can be seen that the non-
parametric method (machine learning method) has certain advantages when constructing
the storage estimation model based on remote sensing sources.

3.3. Model Evaluation and Analysis of Combined Point Clouds and Optical Remote Sensing

Forest stock modeling of point clouds combined with images is shown in Figures 7 and 8.

(1) According to the accuracy evaluation indexes of each model, it can be seen that the
support vector regression model constructed based on the COLL6 variable combina-
tion of random forest screening method has the best prediction performance, with an
R2 of 0.94, RMSE of 24.14 m3·hm−2 and MAE of 17.74 m3·hm−2. The results show that
the combination of point clouds and optical remote sensing for forest stock inversion
is feasible and can obtain better prediction results.

(2) The modeling results based on the random forest screening method are better than the
those obtained using the stepwise regression method. By comparing the model evalu-
ation results when variable combination COLL5 and variable combination COLL6
were used in each modeling method, we can see that when variable combination
COLL6 with the random forest screening method is used as the modeling factor, the
overall prediction accuracy of each model is higher than that when COLL5 is used
as the modeling factor, and the partial least squares model has the most significant
improvement. The R2 increased by 0.08, the RMSE was 4.49 m3·hm−2, and the MAE
was 2.69 m3·hm−2. Combined with the model evaluation results, it can be seen that
when constructing forest stock estimation models based on single or multiple data
sources, the random forest screening method is more reliable than the stepwise screen-
ing method as the feature variable screening method, and the combination of selected
variables can better reflect the forest parameter information. The interpretation rate of
the model after modeling can be improved more effectively.

(3) The accuracy of non-parametric models (random forest regression and support vector
regression) is better than that of parametric methods (stepwise regression and the
partial least squares method). As can be seen from Table 3, among the eight models
constructed by combining point clouds and optical remote sensing, the accuracy
ranking of the models based on the combination of variables COLL5 and COLL6
is in the order of support vector regression, random forest regression, stepwise re-
gression and partial least squares, and the top two are non-parametric methods. The
fitting degree R2 values of the non-parametric methods established in this section
are all greater than 0.91, while the best fitting result of the parametric methods is
stepwise regression, whose fitting degree R2 is only 0.85, which is relatively low.
According to the evaluation results of the model in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, considering
that the prediction of forest stock usually has certain nonlinear characteristics, the
non-parametric method can capture these nonlinear relationships more flexibly, thus
improving the prediction accuracy of the model. On the other hand, non-parametric
methods can better deal with high-dimensional data and missing data problems. In
the face of high dimensional data, non-parametric methods such as random forest
regression can reduce the complexity of the model by constructing multiple decision
trees, and at the same time have a good ability to deal with missing data. Therefore,
the non-parametric method for retrieving forest stock has certain advantages over the
parametric method.

(4) Compared with the previous model using only a single data source, the prediction
accuracy of the model combined with multiple data sources has been significantly
improved. From the perspective of the dimensional evaluation model accuracy of
the same screening method and the same modeling method, compared with only
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using point clouds, the model fit R2 increased by 0.01~0.09, RMSE decreased by
0.47~6.41 m3·hm−2, MAE decreased by 0.15~6.09 m3·hm−2, and the model accuracy
improved more significantly than that using only optical remote sensing. The fit R2

increased by 0.19~0.46, RMSE decreased by 12.15~33.39 m3·hm−2, and MAE decreased
by 10.55~26.34 m3·hm−2. According to the experimental results, combining multi-
source data to build a forest stock model for forest stock inversion can significantly
improve the prediction accuracy of the model. Under sufficient conditions, multi-data
sources will be the first choice for modeling data sources.
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When the parameter combination corresponding to the minimum MSE of the out-
of-pocket error is obtained during the optimization process, the value of the parameter
combination is output to ensure the optimal prediction performance of the RF regression
model. The model based on different data sources is cross-validated using the leave-one
method. The results based on the combination of point clouds variables COLL1 and
COLL2 are shown in Figure 9a,b. The optimal parameter combination is 2 and 250 and
2 and 150 as input parameters for modeling, respectively. The combination of spectral
characteristic variables COLL3 and COLL4 is shown in Figure 9c,d, and the optimal
parameter combination is 2 and 300 and 2 and 150, respectively. The modeling results of
COLL5 and COLL6 are shown in Figure 9e,f, and the optimal parameter combinations are
2 and 500 and 2 and 150, respectively.
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Table 3. Data on combined data storage estimation models.

Screening Method Model Name R2 RMSE (m3·hm−2) MAE (m3·hm−2)

Stepwise screening

SR 0.85 23.88 17.98
PLSR 0.76 30.25 21.33
RFR 0.91 26.16 17.90
SVR 0.93 27.47 19.86

Random forest screening

SR 0.85 23.61 18.46
PLSR 0.84 25.76 18.64
RFR 0.93 26.07 18.99
SVR 0.94 24.14 17.74

4. Discussion
4.1. Comparison of Parametric and Non-Parametric Methods in Modeling Plantation Stock

A forest stock estimation method based on “ML + LiDAR + satellite” was proposed
in this paper. Based on the sample field survey data, LiDAR point clouds and satellite
Landsat 8 OLI multi-spectral images, a modeling scheme combining single data source
and multi-source data was constructed, respectively, and two screening methods (the
step-up screening method and RF screening method) were used to screen the feature
variables [42,43]. Based on parametric classical statistical methods (stepwise regression
and partial least squares regression) and non-parametric ML methods (support vector
regression and RF regression), a estimation model of eucalyptus plantation stock was
constructed. Eight stock estimation models based on different variable screening methods
and different modeling methods were constructed, respectively; and the accuracy of the
methods ranged from high to low, as follows: support vector regression, RF regression,
stepwise regression and partial least squares method. In terms of model construction meth-
ods, non-parametric methods have higher prediction accuracy than parametric methods
do. In terms of evaluation indexes such as R2, RMSE and MAE, the non-parametric method
showed a better prediction effect. It can be seen that the parametric method can better
describe the complexity of forest ecosystem, and the parametric method can better deal
with the noise in the data set and the nonlinear relationship of remote sensing. Thus, the
generalization ability and stability of the model are improved. The results showed that
support vector regression performed best among the four models, with an R2 of 0.94, RMSE
of 24.14 m3·hm−2, and MAE of 17.74 m3·hm−2. Compared with the modeling of a single
data source, the accuracy of the model based on multi-source data is significantly improved,
with R2 increased by 0.01~0.09, RMSE decreased by 0.47~6.41 m3·hm−2, and MAE de-
creased by 0.15~6.09 m3·hm−2 compared with the point-cloud-based accumulation model.
Therefore, in the case of sufficient conditions, selecting multiple data sources as modeling
data sources will be the preferred choice to improve the prediction accuracy of forest stock
inversion model. Compared with the model based on multispectral images, the accuracy of
the model is improved more significantly, the fitting R2 is improved by 0.19~0.46, the RMSE
is reduced by 12.15~33.39 m3·hm−2, and the MAE is reduced by 10.55~26.34 m3·hm−2.
The model constructed with LiDAR point clouds can directly reflect the three-dimensional
structural features such as the stand height and density, which is helpful to excavate the
relationship between forest stock and characteristic variables. Whether it is UAV remote
sensing or satellite remote sensing, the evaluation index shows considerable improvement.
The estimation area of this paper is the forest farm scale. In the future, the research scope
can be expanded to a regional or even global scale, and the forest stock estimation model
under different time scales can be discussed [44,45]. In any case, under sufficient conditions,
“ML + LiDAR + satellite” is the preferred method to estimate stock of eucalyptus plantation
at the scale of forest farm.

4.2. Versatility of the Best Combination of Image and Point Clouds Features

According to the screening results of characteristic variables, it is shown that the
point clouds height and density variables of forest canopy and the B6 band in multispectral
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images have significant effects on the estimation of forest stock. Secondly, by optimizing the
parameters of the four regression models one by one, the estimation accuracy of different
models is better. Finally, cross-validation of different storage estimation models is carried
out by reserving one method, which makes the results more stable and reliable [46,47].
In terms of R2, RMSE, MAE and other evaluation indicators, ML methods (SVR, RF)
have better prediction effect than statistical analysis methods (SS and PLSR) and can better
describe the noise and nonlinear relations in the data set. When the random forest screening
method is used to select modeling factors, the four models show better prediction accuracy,
and can deal with high-dimensional data and nonlinear relations more effectively than the
stepwise screening method. The prediction performance of the SVR model based on the
COLL6 variable combination of the random forest screening method is the best, with an
R2 of 0.94, RMSE of 24.14 m3·hm−2 and MAE of 17.74 m3·hm−2, indicating that airborne
LiDAR and satellite remote sensing based on SVR can effectively estimate forest stock.
When COLL6, the variable combination of random forest screening method, is used as
the modeling factor, the overall prediction accuracy of all models is higher than that of
COLL5, and the partial least squares model has the most significant improvement, with
an increase of 0.08 in R2, 4.49 m3·hm−2 in RMSE and 2.69 m3·hm−2 in MAE. Wang used
the CNN-LSTM-Attention model to predict forest stock, and its RMSE of 26.15 m3·hm−2

was slightly lower than our model [48]. Therefore, whether focused on a single-source
or multi-source data, ML methods such as SVR and RF can more effectively improve the
interpretation rate of the model.

4.3. Non-Parametric Approaches and Combined Data Oriented towards Carbon Neutrality Goals
Can Improve Forest Volume Resource Modeling

Among the eight models constructed by combining point clouds and multi-spectral
images, the accuracy of methods in COLL5 or COLL6 variable combination is, from high
to low: support vector regression, random forest regression, stepwise regression and
partial least squares; the first two are non-parametric ML methods. The fitting degree
R2 of the non-parametric method is greater than 0.91, while the best fitting result of the
parametric statistical analysis method is stepwise regression, whose fitting degree R2 is
0.85. The current problem of forest stock estimation has nonlinear characteristics, and the
ML method can capture the nonlinear relationship more flexibly [49]. Non-parametric
methods can better deal with the problem of missing high-dimensional data. For example,
random forest regression can reduce the complexity of the model by constructing multiple
decision trees. When constructing the accumulation model based on different data sources,
the ML method represented by the SVR model performs best. The results show that the
point clouds combined with Landsat 8 image is the best, followed by LiDAR point clouds,
and Landsat 8 is the last. Multi-source data and non-parametric methods can improve
the accuracy and stability of forest stock estimation model, have significant advantages in
predicting forest stock, and can better deal with the noise in data sets and the nonlinear
relationship of remote sensing.

4.4. Limitations and Future Directions

In this study, a machine learning framework combining airborne LiDAR and satellite
remote sensing data is proposed for predicting plantation stock in southern China. The
method has shown high accuracy and reliability in experimental verification. However,
there are some limitations to the study. Firstly, the current method is mainly aimed at the
application of planted forests. For natural forests, due to the complexity and diversity
of their structures, the applicability and accuracy of this method need to be further veri-
fied. Secondly, airborne LiDAR has certain limitations in obtaining point clouds data of
understory vegetation, which may affect the accuracy of estimation of understory biomass.
Thirdly, although the machine learning model used in this study is based on traditional
statistical methods, its universality and applicability under different stand conditions need
to be further explored.
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Considering the above limitations, future research could be carried out in the following
directions. The scope of this study could be extended to natural forests. Different stand
types and understory vegetation were considered to enhance the universality and applica-
bility of the model. Moreover, the application of deep learning in forest stock estimation
could be explored as deep learning models such as convolutional neural networks may
have higher accuracy and efficiency in processing spatial data. The fusion of CNNs with
LiDAR data and multispectral satellite images could be optimized for better forest analysis.
This paper recommends increasing the density and quality of data collection to enhance
understory vegetation scanning. CNNs can contribute by processing this denser data more
efficiently [50]. At the same time, the scanning ability of understory vegetation can be
improved by increasing the density and quality of high cloud to enhance the accuracy
of the model to estimate the whole stand biomass. The fusion method of LiDAR data
and satellite multi-spectral data can be further explored and optimized to improve the
estimation accuracy of the model under different stand conditions. Finally, field validation
can be carried out across a wider range of areas and different types of forests to assess the
validity and applicability of the model, facilitating its application in real forest management
and carbon stock assessment. Through research in the above directions, the forest stock
estimation method based on airborne Lidar and satellite remote sensing could be further
improved and optimized in the future to provide more accurate and effective scientific
support for forest resource management and carbon neutrality goals.

5. Conclusions

This paper proposes a forest stock estimation method based on “ML + LiDAR +
satellite”, which provides a promising tool for the assessment of wood resources in
plantations under carbon neutrality targets. Based on a parametric statistical analysis
method and non-parametric artificial intelligence method, the stock model of a eucalyp-
tus plantation in southern China was constructed. The ML method can capture nonlin-
ear relationships more flexibly. The following results were obtained: ∆R2 = 0.01~0.27,
∆RMSE = 1.88~13.77 m3·hm−2, and ∆MAE = 1.17~13.57 m3·hm−2. The current research
methods are mainly aimed at artificial forests, and their applicability and accuracy have
not been fully verified in natural forests. This study mainly adopts support vector machine
regression and random forest regression methods. Although it has advantages compared
with traditional statistical methods, it does not explore the application potential of more
advanced machine learning algorithms such as deep learning in this field. In the future, we
could try to adopt more advanced AI methods to expand the scope of research to a regional
or even national scale. All in all, under the goal of carbon neutrality, how the machine
learning modeling scheme can better serve the balance of wood resources and ecological
services in plantation forests is one of the main questions for our future research.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Extraction of airborne laser scanning (ALS) point clouds feature variables.

Variable
Type Variable Name Feature Description

Height
variable

Hmax The maximum value of Z for all normalized points
Hmin The minimum value of the Z-value of all normalized points

Hmedian_z Altitude mean deviation
Hstddev Height standard deviation
Hkurtosis Height kurtosis
Hsqrt_m Height quadratic mean
Hcurt_m Height cubic mean

HP1,HP5,. . .,HP99 Normalized percentile of point cloud height distribution, a total of 15
HA1,HA2,. . .,HA99 Normalized percentile of cumulative height of point clouds, a total of 15

Density
variable D1,D2,. . .,D9

The point clouds are divided into ten slices of the same height from low to high,
and the proportion of echo points of the layer in all return points is 10 in total

Canopy
density CC The ratio of vegetation points to all points in the first echo

Table A2. Extract band variables of multispectral images.

Band Combination Equation

B24 B2/B4
B534 B3 × B4/B5
B547 B5 × B4/B7
B452 (B4 + B5 − B2)/(B4 + B5 + B2)
B45 B4 + B5
B75 B7/B5
B53 B5/B3
B345 B3 + B4 + B5

VIS234 B2 + B3 + B4
B47 B4/B7

Albedo 0.356B1 + 0.130B3 + 0.373B4 + 0.085B5 +
0.072B7 − 0.0018

Table A3. VIF values between point clouds variables.

D9 Hmax HP95 Hkurtosis

D9 - 2.46 2.69 1.00
Hmax 2.46 - 250.25 1.01
HP95 2.69 250.25 - 1.01

Hkurtosis 1.00 1.01 1.01 -

Table A4. Preliminary evaluation of stepwise regression model for point clouds.

Model R2 Adjusted R2 SE

Y1 0.902 0.894 18.460
Y2 0.908 0.900 17.904

http://www.forestdata.cn
http://www.forestdata.cn
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Table A5. VIF values between remote sensing image variables.

B47 B6 B2 B11 B10 B452 B457

B47 - 4.43 1.08 1.31 1.22 2.17 1.09
B6 4.43 - 1.39 1.67 1.48 1.99 1.03
B2 1.08 1.39 - 1.49 1.41 1.00 1.00
B11 1.31 1.67 1.49 - 12.16 1.02 1.17
B10 1.22 1.48 1.41 12.16 - 1.02 1.13
B452 2.17 1.99 1.00 1.02 1.02 - 1.13
B457 1.09 1.03 1.00 1.17 1.13 1.13 -

Table A6. Preliminary evaluation of multivariate linear models for remote sensing images.

Model R2 Adjusted R2 SE

Y3 0.494 0.434 46.618
Y4 0.502 0.442 46.272

Table A7. Summary screening results and variable combination naming.

Data Source Screening Method Screening Result Variable Combination Naming

Point clouds
SS D9, HP95, Hmax, Hkurtosis COLL1

RFFS Hcurt_m, D8, Hp30, HA50 COLL2

Optical remote sensing SS B2, B6, B11, B47, B452, B457 COLL3
RFFS B6, B7, GNDVI, B5 COLL4

Point clouds combined with
optical remote sensing

SS COLL1 + COLL3 COLL5
RFFS COLL2 + COLL4 COLL6

Table A8. The prediction results were compared with the measured accumulation in the plot to
compare the goodness of fit of the model.

C Gamma C Optimum Value Gamma Optimum Value

COLL1 and COLL2 2 and 0.125 8 and 0.125 2 and 8 0.125
COLL3 and COLL4 8 and 0.125 0.25 and 8 8 and 0.25 0.125 and 8
COLL5 and COLL6 8 and 0.125 1 and 0.125 8 and 1 0.125
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